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Let Q(z) = c,, + c,z + ... + c~z”, ci E C, and form the associated 
polynomial 
In this paper we are interested in the differential operatorQ[f](z) = 
JJ c,z’f”‘defined f or uric ions in H(U), the space of holomorphic functions f t’ 
on the unit disc U = {lz 1 < 1). By setting f,(z) = z”’ for m = 0, 1, 2,... we 
have the relation Q[f,] = Q,(m)&, and using this notation it follows that 
) Q*(m)&(z)1 = lzlm I] Q[f,]ll, where ]I. Ilrn denotes the supremum over U. 
THEOREM 1. Let m be a nonnegative integer and assume that 
Q,(ktm)#Ofir k=O, l,.... A necessary and suflcient condition that 
IQdWH < /zlm IlQLflll, (z E uj (1) 
wheneverf(z) = zm C aizi is in H(U) is that 
Re(Qdmj f zk/Q& t ml) 2 l/2 (z E U). (2) 
k=O 
Equality holds in (1) only for constant multiples of zm. Moreover, if any one 
of the following conditions 
(a) O<c,<c,&.--<c,, 
(b) Q(Z) has only real negative zeros, or 
(c) Q,(Z) = 0 implies Re z < m 
holds, then (1) is satisfied. 
As special cases of (c) and (a) we obtain the following: 
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COROLLARY 1. There is a positive number m, depending on the cI)s for 
which (1) holds with m > m,. 
COROLLARY 2. If f(0) = 0, n > 1, and /f(z) + zf’(z) + ... + 
z”““‘(z)l < 1 whenever z is in U then Ilfll, & i. Moreover, this bound is 
sharp. 
We remark that Corollary 2 with n = 2 and the bound f replaced with 1 
was proved by Miller and Mocanu [MM] using nonlinear methods. In 
addition, these authors conjectured the general case in [BC, p. 5541. See 
[MM] for applications to Euler’s differential equation. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let F(z) = C cizyu)(z) where f(z) = zm JJ aizi is 
in H(U). Observe that F(z) = z” 2 b,zi and that 
ai = bi/Q*(m + i), i=O, 1,2 ,.... (3) 
Setting f, =flzm, F, = F/z” we see that (1) is equivalent o IIQ*(m)fo[loo < 
IIFo(l,. From [G, Theorem 1, p. 5151 it follows that (2) is equivalent o (1). 
In case the degree of Q is one, the theorem referred to above must be 
modified somewhat using techniques in [Cl. 
There is a well-known criterion for (2) to hold, see [Porn, p. 401, for 
example, which is difficult to apply. In proving that (a) and (b) imply (2), 
we invoke a result of Zygmund, see [D, p. 641, which asserts that 
Re(JJF cizi) > c,/2 whenever the sequence {cn}F is positive, decreasing, and 
convex. 
To prove that (b) implies (2), we first note the simple formula 
Q(z) ez = kto yzk (4) 
and the classical result of Polya and Schur [PSI which asserts that the 
sequence {Q.+(k)}? is positive, increasing, and satisfies the Turin ine- 
qualities 
Q& + U2 > Q&l Qdk + 21, (5) 
whenever Q satisfies (b) and Q(0) > 0. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that Q(0) > 0 and hence (5) implies 
Q*(k) Qdk + 2) G QrP + l)[Q&) Q& + 2)l"' 
< f Qzdk + l>lQdk) + Q&k + 211 (6) 
which is equivalent to the convexity of the sequence { l/Q,(k)) pZO. The 
proof of part (b) is therefore complete. 
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The proof that (a) implies (2) uses the same method to establish (2). Since 
{Q,(k)}?& is clearly an increasing sequence, the above implication is a 
consequence of the following: 
LEMMA 1. If h,(x)=c,+c,x+...+c,x(x-1)+*.(x-n+l) where 
0 < co < c, < ..a < c, then 
h,(k + l)[h,W + h,(k + 2)1> 2h,(k) W + 2) (7) 
for k = 0, l,..., and consequently the sequence {l/h,(k)} is convex. 
ProoJ If n = 1 then (7) holds. For n > 1, we put h,_ l(x) = 
c, + czx + a++ c,x(x - 1) a.. (x - n + 2) and observe that h,(x) = 
c,, + xh,-,(x - 1). We assume by induction that (7) holds with h,-, in place 
of h,. 
Setting ak = h,(k), b, = h,_,(k - l), and using ak = c, + kb, we see that 
ak+ dak + ak+d - 2akak+, = W + l)h+ l(bk + bk+d - 2bA+~l 
+ co@ + 2) b,, 1 + Wo + %+Abk+, +bJ 
+ b,, d2bk+ 1 - co@ +2)) 
~bk+2(2bk+l-~g(k+2)). 
Since 2bk, 1 - co(k t 2) > 2(c, + c,k) - c,(k t 2) > c,,k, the proof is com- 
plete. 
Finally, to prove that (c) implies (2) we assume that Q*(m) # 0, otherwise 
there is nothing to prove, and that Q,(M t z) = n( 1 + aiz), where Re ai > 0. 
Using the well-known result in [S], we see that (2) follows once we prove 
whenever Re a 2 0. But (8) follows immediately from the easily established 
relation 
valid for z in U and Re a > 0. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
If Q, is nonconstant and nonvanishing for k = 0, l,... we have the 
elementary bounds 
II Q,P>fII, < ‘? ‘*(‘) (% /e,ck,/ *)“* IIQIflllcc 
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obtained by using Parseval’s relation. We refer to (1) as an extremal 
inequality because of (2) and the fact that (1) reduces to an equality if 
f,(z) = zm. In case Q,(m) # 0 and Q*(k) = 0 for some k > m, then no 
bound in (1) can be obtained since Q[czk] = 0. 
Remark 1. In parts (a) and (b) we could assume that Q(Z) has 
nonnegative coefficients ci > 0. We established (2) using a convexity 
condition. Interestingly, given any polynomial Q(Z) with nonnegative coef- 
ficients then { l/Q,(k)} FE “o is a convex sequence provided m, is large 
enough. This follows from a celebrated result of Polya [PI ] which states that 
(Q(z) ezlcrn) = QA z e*, where Q,(Z) is a polynomial satisfying condition (b) ) 
provided m 2 m&, ,..., c,). Using (4) again, we see that 
(Q,),(Z) = Q,(m + z) and thus the proof of part (b) yield the desired 
convexity property for m > m,. 
Remark 2. The proof of Lemma 1 can be relined to prove that the 
system 
ci+*(ci+l + ci+2)> cici+Z, ci+ 2 >, a ci > O, 
and 2Ci+* + Ci+l >jCi 
(9) 
also implies (7). For example, the coefficients of Q(z) = 1 + 4 z + 4~’ + z3 
satisfy the conditions in (9) and hence (1) follows. 
Remark 3. Denote by 19 the differential operator zd/dz. The differential 
operator Q[f] is the same as Q*(B)[f] where Q,(0) is obtained from the 
polynomial Q, by replacing z with 8, see [H, Chap. 111. 
The proof of Theorem l(b) might suggest hat another sufficient condition 
for (2) is that ci > 0 and that the Turan inequalities 
cf+l 2 CiCi+* 
hold for i = O,..., rz - 2. The following example shows that this is not the 
case. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let Q(z) = 1 + z3. The coefficients of Q satisfy the Turin 
inequalities yet (2) is false for m = 0. Theorem 1 [G, p. 5 151 implies that if 
(2) holds and the degree of Q is at least two then 1 Q,(k + m)l > / Q,(m)1 for 
k = 1, 2,... Alternately, Jr(z) = z gives equality in (1) with m = 0, which is 
impossible. 
EXAMPLE 2. The polynomial Q,(z) = 1 + 32 + 9z2 satisfies condition 
(a) in Theorem 1 but neither (b) nor (c) with m = 0. Similarly, 
Q,(z) = 9z(z + l)* + 1 satisfies (with m = 0) condition (b) alone while 
Q,(z) = 4 + z + z* satisfies condition (c) alone. 
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We now consider an extension of (1) to differential operators of the form 
@[f](z) = CF cizifci)(z) defined for polynomialsf(z). Observe that Q*(m) 
= @(fAzYz” = c,+c,m+c,m(m-1)+~~~+c,m(m-1)~~~(1) is 
defined for nonnegative integers m. 
Denote by LP-I the class of type I functions of Laguerre and Polya, i.e., 
those entire functions Q(z) that can be represented in the form 
Q(z) = czmeu’II( 1 + t,z) (10) 
where m is a nonnegative integer, u > 0, t, > 0, and C t, < co. In [Pl 1, 
Polya proved that the limit, uniform on compact subsets of the plane, of a 
sequence of polynomials satisfying condition (b) is a function in LP-I. 
Conversely, any LPI function can be expressed as such a limit. 
COROLLARY 3. Let Q(z) = Cr (y,/k!) zk be an entire function in LP-I. 
(i) Iff (z)/z”’ is a polynomial then 
I@*(mV@)l G IZI” II@‘[flllm* 
(ii) If u > 1 in the representation (10) then 
whenever f (z)/z”’ is a polynomial. Here the dlflerence operator Ak is defined 
by Aky, = xi”=, ( ;)(-l)k-’ yj. 
ProoJ The proof of (i) follows immediately from Theorem l(b). To 
prove (ii) let A(z) = @(z)e-’ then 
and since A is in LP-I part (i) implies (ii) provided A*(m) = y,,, . But this is 
just the elementary difference relation y,,, = Cy (T) Aky, so the proof is com- 
plete. 
If Q(z) satisfies (10) with u > 1 then yk+r > yk and Aky, > 0 for all 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., see [CC]. Thus Re(y, C zk/yk)> f by the proof of 
Theorem 1 (b). By a result in [SS], Re(CF cizi) 2 4 c, whenever the function 
f(z) = z Cr cizi is univalent, c0 > 0, and the image f (U) is a convex subset 
of the plane. 
Question 1. Is z C zk/yk a convex function whenever Q(z) = 2 ykzk/k! 
is entire and satisfies (10) with u > l? 
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Further evidence for this question is provided by taking 
Q(z) = 2 Q(k) zk/k! where Q is a real polynomial with only real negative 
zeros. Considerations in [P2] show that @ satisfies (10) with c > 1. In 
addition, a result of Ruscheweyh [R] implies that Cy z”/Q(k) is a convex 
function whenever Q is a polynomial with Re a < 0 whenever Q(a) = 0. 
Thus, the question can be confirmed in this special case. We also remark 
that the class of functions Q(z) considered in the above question is closed 
under differentiation, see [PSI. 
Question 2. Can (b) in Theorem 1 be improved by replacing the 
negative real axis with a sector? 
Note added in prooJ While this paper was with the printer, we have learned that 
Theorem 1 (parts (a) and (c)) has appeared in print in November 1982 (see M. Goldstein, 
R. R. Hall, T. She&Small, and H. L. Smith, Convexity preservation of inverse Euler operators 
and a problem of S. Miller, Bull. London Math. Sot. 14 (1982), 537-541). 
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